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Abstract: Separating background from a video image is an important step for change detection. Most of the 

change detection methods depend on intensity and texture variations. These algorithms may not give very 

satisfactory results because of the illumination variation and presence of noise. In this paper we have attempted 

to segregate moving foreground from video data set and change detection in time series datasets using singular 

value decomposition (SVD) which is a generalization of the Eigen decomposition which can be used to analyze 

rectangular matrices. „CDnet 2012‟, an open source dataset is used as input image dataset. We have taken SVD 

for all input images and singular values of all these images were used for detecting any change present in 

images. A comparison was made for obtained results with the results of „CDnet 2012‟. It is found that the 

obtained results are very effective and clearly segregate foreground. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 Segmentation of foreground object is a big problem in computer vision tasks such as image processing, 

medical image analysis and traffic data surveillance etc. A large number of algorithms and techniques to achieve 

this task have been already developed. In this paper we have presented a method to segment foreground non-

static object from static background in a time series data set. We have used Singular value decomposition (SVD) 

technique for our work. We have also used SVD for change detection. SVD is basically a factorization of 

amatrix and is a widely used algorithm in image processing and signal processing for different applications such 

as dimensionality reduction and image compression.The main aim of our work is to find out the static 

background of image. Once we know the background then the non-static objects can be easily segregated by 

simply subtracting the background from image. SVD provides the singular values for our dataset. Graphical 

analysis of these singular values will help in setting a threshold for background and foreground. This is 

explained in methodology part in detail. 

 This paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we present the SVD algorithm and its application for 

our work. In section 3 we have presented our methodology and approach. Section 4 presents the results and 

section 5 is the conclusion of this paper. 

 

II. SINGULAR VALUE DECOMPOSITION 
Singular value decomposition is a method of decomposing a matrix into three other matrices: 

 

 

 

Where: 

 A is an m × n matri 

 U is an m × northogonal matrix which is made from Eigen vectors of AA
T
. 

 S is an n × ndiagonal matrix with Eigen values of AA
T
as diagonal elements in decreasing order. 

 V is an n × n orthogonal matrix which is made from Eigen vectors of A
T
A. 

 The diagonal entries of S are known as the singular values of A. In general singular values are arranged 

in descending order. In this case, the diagonal matrix, S, is uniquely determined by A.The columns of Uare 

called left singular vectors, while those of Vare called right singular vectors.  

 

 

 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Matrix_decomposition
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Matrix_(mathematics)
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III. METHODOLOGY 
 We have taken „CDnet 2012‟ open source data as our input images. This data set contains a lot of 

images of different categories. For our experiment we have chosen „shadow‟ and „baseline‟ datasets. The input 

data set is selected in such a way that few images will have no moving or changing objects and few image 

frames will have non-static objects.  

 As explained in previous section, SVD factorizes a matrix and provides its singular values.  The input 

image matrices are converted into an array and all of these arrays are arranged in a matrix in such a way that all 

image vectors will be in row. Now singular value decomposition algorithm is applied on this matrix of images 

and all singular values are arranged in decreasing order.  A plot has been made for these singular values and 

based on the plot we will decide the threshold for segregating foreground from image. These steps are explained 

in below flow diagram. 

 

 
Figure 1. This flow diagram explains the process of background segregation using SVD. 

 

IV. RESULTS 
 We have used CDnet 2012 data for our experiment. We have taken 10 images for our experiment from 

video frames in such a way that in few frames there is no moving object and in other few frames some changes 

are present. As explained in previous section that SVD provides the Eigen decomposition of input matrix. 

Following are the input images we have chosen for our experiment – 
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Figure 1 In this figure first 7 frames are having static background but in last frame there is a car. 

 

 

We have performed SVD for above images and following singular matrix was obtained 

 

 
Table 1 
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Figure2: Plot representing diagonal elements of singular values matrix. 

 

 

From above plot we can select first singular value as our background and remaining singular values as our 

foreground. The processors is explained below-  

If A is our input matrix then  

 

 

 

 

 

As explained earlier also U is an m × n orthogonal matrix which is made from Eigen vectors of AA
T
, S is an n × 

n diagonal matrix with Eigen values of AA
T
as diagonal elements in decreasing order and V is an n × n 

orthogonal matrix which is made from Eigen vectors of A
T
A. Now, from the above plot, for selecting 

background, we have taken only first singular value. The following equation is used in MATLAB code-  

A back = U : ,1: 1 ∗ S 1,1 ∗ V(1: 1, : )′ 
Similarly for foreground we have chosen remaining singular values, 

 

A fore = U : ,2: 8 ∗ S 2: 8,2: 8 ∗ V(2: 8, : )′ 
 

Now, A(back) will provide back ground image of all frames and A(fore) will provide foreground images of all 

the frames. Following is the segregated background and foreground for the 8
th

frame of input data- 
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The image on the left (a) is the original image and the center image (b) is the background image and image on 

the right (c) is foreground image. 

Similar experiments was done for different data sets- 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Following results are obtained for the above images after applying SVD- 
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Table 2 

 

 
Figure 2 Plot representing diagonal elements of singular values matrix. 

 

 
 

The image on the left is the original image and the center image is the background image and image on the right 

is foreground image. 
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V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE 
 Many techniques for background segregation and change detection from images are already 

established. We have attempted to exploit the utility of singular value decomposition to detect the change in any 

time series image.  In our experiment we have implemented SVD using MATLAB software. It can be seen that 

the results obtained are very good and can be compared with any established change detection and background 

segregation algorithm. Our technique worked well with almost all the datasets we have chosen. It generates 

singular vectors for equivalent to number of input images. It has been observed from the plots of singular 

vectors that only first singular value provides the background information in all cases.  

This technique is very fast when compared to other established techniques for background segregation from 

time series data sets. 
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